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Dear Author,
please read the following Copyright Agreement carefully before submitting your
paper. When transmitting your paper to the ICPT/CMPUGTW you confirm that
you took notice of and acknowledge expressly this Copyright Agreement.
As author (co-author) you especially assure to dispose of the exclusive copyright in
the transmitted paper or poster.
The author(s) hereby confirm(s) that they are the sole authors of the contribution, that
he/they is/are entitled to grant the following licenses and that he/they has/have so far
not transferred any rights which would be in conflict with the licenses under this
agreement to third parties.
The author(s) hereby transfer(s) to ICPT/CMPUGTW, the following rights to the
above referenced contribution:
a. the right to publish in the conference publication
b. the right to copy and distribute (publishing right)
the right for electronic publication including the necessary modifications, the
storage on electronic media, the download and the making available in an online
data base
d. the right to use the contribution for presentations, for the design of the
conference publication and for promotional activities regarding the conference
publication and the publishing house.
The moral right of each author remains unaffected (All rights of the author remain
unchanged). In case contributions have been submitted by data storage media (e.g.
diskette, CD-ROM) the author(s) declare(s) that only licensed software programs
which are in conformity with the respective license regulations have been used. This
c.

applies to data files which were submitted by file transfer as well. Furthermore he
confirms that no performance protection rights of third parties are violated in this
area.
In the event of infringements, the ICPT/CMPUGTW shall assume no liability
whatsoever and are released from all legal claims.
The author(s) will indemnify ICPT/CMPUGTW against all claims raised by third
parties owing to the infringement of intellectual property rights by exercising the
above referenced licenses.

When transmitting the paper or poster the author(s) expressly acknowledge(s) the
above conditions.

